Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) as nanotechnology is a pledging contestant that has incredible prospective to substitute complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) because of its superior structures such as intensely high device thickness, minimal power depletion with rapid operation momentum. In this study, the dataset of average output polarization (AOP) for fundamental reversible logic circuits is organized as presented in (Abdullah-Al-Shafi and Bahar, 2017; Bahar et al., 2016; Abdullah-Al-Shafi et al., 2015; Abdullah-Al-Shafi, 2016) [1-4]. QCADesigner version 2.0.3 has been utilized to survey the AOP of reversible circuits at separate temperature point in Kelvin (K) unit.
Specifications Table

Subject area
Electronics More specific subject area Nano-electronics Type of data Table, figure How data was acquired Data set has been attained with QCADesigner tool Data format Analyzed Data accessibility Data is within this article
Value of the data
Reversible circuits are the essential construction block of reversible logic techniques. This dataset aids researcher to improve the consistency and performance of state-of-the-art digital practices.
The demonstrated data study can assist the researchers to realize the utmost performing temperature of a distinct QCA circuit.
The outlined dataset can be utilized to form lossless and resilient communication system and arithmetic logic unit (ALU) in quantum computers.
Data
This manuscript improve the performance of QCA reversible circuits with separate temperature level. QCADesigner has been applied for all the simulation process. The average output polarization (AOP) for fundamental reversible circuits of Feynman, Double Feynman, Fredkin, Toffoli, Peres, BJN, URG, BVF, MCL, TR, R, NG and SCL gates at separate temperature level is presented in Table 1 .
Experimental design, materials and methods
Analysis of AOP
The AOP is fallen steadily with the growth of temperature [5] . At any particular temperature, the AOP of a QCA cell can be estimated by only taking the variance between highest or maximum polarization and lowest or minimum polarization and dividing the outcome by two.
For testing the AOP, QCADesigner engine 2.0.3 has been applied with coherent vector simulation device. The succeeding default factors have been measured. The default factors are listed as: cell size¼18 nm, dimension of quantum dots ¼ 5 nm, radius of effect ¼ 65 nm, relative permittivity ¼ 12.90, samples number ¼ 50,000, clock high ¼ 9.8e −22 J, clock low ¼ 3.8e −23 J, layer separation ¼ 11.5 nm, convergence tolerance ¼ 0.001, clock amplitude factor¼2.00, and highest iterations for each sample ¼ 100. The graphical depiction of AOP of various reversible circuits organized in [1] [2] [3] [4] is showed in Fig. 1 .
A relative assessment of AOP by the reversible circuits is organized in Fig. 1 . 
